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Introduction

In the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report, Christensen et al. 
(2007) found that mean temperatures (T) and precipitation 
(P) over Australia are likely to change under global warming
forced by rising greenhouse gases (GHG), based in part 
on simulations of global climate models submitted to 
phase three of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project 
(CMIP3). Extending that assessment, CSIRO and Bureau of 
Meteorology (2007) (hereafter CCA07) presented change 
over Australia, for various times of the 21st century and 
under several forcing scenarios, in probabilistic terms, 
using probability density functions (PDFs), generated under 
a pattern scaling theory. Like PDFs previously constructed 
using a Monte Carlo approach, by authors including Luo 
et al. (2005), these were not restricted to the normal (or 
Gaussian) distribution form.
 Luo et al. (2005) applied their results to a probabilistic 
assessment of potential changes in wheat production near 
Adelaide, in southern Australia. In doing this they made the
assumption that forced (climatological) changes in T were 

uncorrelated with those in P. However, Carter et al. (2000) 
presented results from seven global climate models that 
included anticorrelations between forced changes of T and 
P for Australian cases. Anticorrelations occurred also for 
natural or unforced interdecadal variations, consistent with
Australian studies from Power et al. (1998), Karoly and 
Braganza (2005) and others. More recently Tebaldi and 
Lobell (2008) used a probabilistic model for projected DT 
and DP (where D denotes change) that assumed a joint PDF 
of bivariate normal form. This form has one-dimensional 
components or marginal distributions that are normal and 
also allows a correlation between the variables. Their Figure 
1 illustrates that a negative correlation can result. Both 
Murphy et al. (2009) and Fronzek et al. (2010) generated joint 
PDFs without any particular functional form, using a large 
number of changes between 30-year periods. However, those 
approaches combined both forced change and variability.
 This paper considers the development of joint PDFs 
for forced change that are based on the PDFs in CCA07, 
although the methods could readily be applied to other 
forms. The addition of natural variability and the application 
of such PDFs to wheat crops is deferred to a second study 
(Watterson and Whetton 2011b). In the following section, the 
relationship between changes in Australian temperature and 
precipitation in the CMIP3 results is examined. It is seen that 
a joint PDF that allows anticorrelation would be warranted, in 
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The 2007 report Climate Change in Australia presented single-variable probability 
density functions for climatological change driven by global warming. However, 
their use is limited to climate impact applications involving one variable or if un-
certainty in pairs of variables can be assumed to be independent. As is shown 
here, local changes in mean rainfall and temperature from 23 individual climate 
models are often strongly anticorrelated, particularly for summer and annual cas-
es in inland Australia. Relatively large warming tends to coincide with declines 
in rainfall. A simple iterative approach is developed that produces a joint density 
function for the pair that includes this anticorrelation and has marginal distribu-
tions matching the single-variable ones. An extension of the approach to three 
variables was also successful. These joint functions can be used in applications 
where two or more related variables are important. The approach is illustrated us-
ing results for Dubbo, New South Wales, in 2070 under the A1B forcing scenario. 
A brief comparison of the method to an alternative of using a Gaussian copula is 
made.
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particular for the interior of Australia, including the eastern 
wheatbelt. Focusing on this case, the skewed distributions of 
change for 2070 under the A1B scenario are then presented. 
Two simple forms of joint PDF are constructed, either 
without correlation, or with normal marginal distributions. 
An iterative method is proposed that allows the construction 
of a joint PDF that includes both correlation and marginal 
PDFs consistent with CCA07. While very satisfactory, the 
result is not unique, and the relationship of the approach 
to others in the statistical literature is noted and explored 
in an appendix. The extension of the iterative method to a 
trivariate PDF, with the addition of changes in solar radiation 
DR, is made. The conclusions follow.

Relationships between DT and DP over 
Australia

The method for constructing PDFs used by CCA07 relied on 
the assumption that local forced changes for both seasonal 
and annual cases are closely proportional to the global mean 
warming. The forced change PDF for a time period and 
scenario was calculated by taking the product of a PDF for 
the local standardized change (scaled by global warming, 
and denoted by d) for the season and a PDF for the global 
warming for that case. For each of 23 CMIP3 models, the 
required scaled changes of a quantity were determined by 
regression of yearly values through the whole 21st century 
of the A1B simulations (or if these were unavailable the A2 
case) against global mean T, to limit statistical uncertainty 
due to unforced variability. Each field of the regression 
coefficients was interpolated to a common one-degree grid. 
Following Watterson (2012) the relationships are examined 
using the scaled changes.
 The correlation r between these 23 pairs of values for dT 
and dP has been calculated, at each grid point and for each 
seasonal case. Following CCA07, the rainfall changes are in 
the form of percentages of the base climate (1961–90) rainfall, 
but the correlations are rather similar for changes in absolute 
units. The results in the Australian region for the annual, 
summer (December–February or DJF), and winter (JJA) 
cases are plotted in Fig. 1. The maps for the other seasons, 

March–May (MAM) and September–November (SON), are 
rather similar to Fig. 1(a). Consistent with the earlier studies, 
correlations over the land are typically negative, while those 
over ocean are positive. Correlations are relatively weak over 
land in winter, and also in some coastal regions, notably the 
southwest. (Here results are on the global two-degree fields 
from Watterson and Whetton (2011a), but for points that are 
land in all models they match the results for the Australian 
points used by CCA07).
 Under the standard theory, if the 23 values are assumed 
to be independent samples, then a correlation would 
need to have magnitude 0.36 to be significantly different 
to zero at the 0.1 level. Such correlations occur in Fig. 1 at 
many points over Australia and the oceans. Even if model 
interdependence (see, for example, Abramowitz 2010) means
that there are as few as 12 truly independent values, the 
corresponding –0.50 criterion is reached in much of the 
interior in the summer and annual cases. These criteria 
indicate a level of statistical uncertainty that is associated with 
these correlations, if they were taken to represent a larger 
ensemble of possible climate changes. Statistical uncertainty 
also applies to the PDFs used by CCA07, as was discussed by 
Watterson (2008). Nevertheless, the correlations and PDFs 
do characterise the CMIP3 ensemble and are presented in 
this context.
 As is shown by Watterson and Whetton (2011b), a rather 
similar pattern of correlations applies for series of decadal 
averages from long unforced simulations from climate 
models. This suggests that similar physical processes are 
involved, and, indeed, the results accord with familiar 
mechanisms in climate analysis. In periods of greater cloud 
and rainfall, enhanced surface evaporation and reduced 
insolation can lead to lower temperatures of the land surface, 
and hence a negative correlation between T and P. The 
effects are weaker in winter, and winds can also influence 
temperatures, especially along the south coast (Watterson et 
al. 2008). Over low latitude ocean, however, relative warmth 
over a region may promote additional evaporation and 
rainfall. The latent heating can encourage further moisture 
convergence and rainfall. The mechanisms are not the 
subject here, but the results support the contention that 
scaled changes in Australian T and P should not be assumed 

Fig. 1 Correlation between temperature and rainfall at each grid point among CMIP3 standardized changes, for cases: (a) annual; 
(b) DJF; and (c) JJA.
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to be independent. In summer and inland regions especially, 
if a potential local climate change generates lower (higher) 
rainfall, then it should be expected that the local temperature 
change is relatively high (low). Note that Watterson and 
Whetton (2011b) do not assume that the correlations between 
forced changes across the CMIP3 ensemble, used here, are 
the same as those associated with temporal variability. The 
potential for correlations between rainfall and daily maxima 
or minima to be different to those with mean temperature is 
discussed.
 The correlations among the 23 standardized changes will 
be assumed here to be appropriate to the joint PDF between 
forced DT and DP. A weighting of models could be included 
in the calculation of covariances, as it was in the construction 
of the PDF for scaled changes. However, this should be 
based on skill in reproducing a realistic local relationship, 
which might be different to that of overall climate skill, 
and weighting is not attempted here. It is worth noting 
that in each case shown in Fig. 1, the correlations around 
Adelaide are near zero, which supports the assumption of 
independence between the forced changes made by Luo et 
al. (2005) for their location.
 In the following sections it is useful to consider a case 
with a relatively large anticorrelation. While values in 
summer are typically higher than in other seasons, in the 
eastern wheatbelt those for the annual case are just as 
high. Among points selected for output of detailed results 
in CCA07 is one representing the regional city of Dubbo (at 
148°E, 32°S). The annual results for that location will be used 
in the second paper and they can be the focus here also. The 
anticorrelation is quite high, at –0.67, as given in Table 1, 
along with values for the seasons. Note that further results 
were given for the adjacent point on the two-degree grid 
(148°E, 33°S), by Watterson and Whetton (2011a).

Some basic forms for PDFs

The PDFs for individual variables
In CCA07, the PDF for standardized change was formed 
by fitting a beta distribution to a function representing the 
weighted values from 23 CMIP3 models. This form permits 
skewness and has end points that were specified to span 
the 23 results, allowing for their statistical uncertainty 
(see Watterson 2008, for details). A beta PDF also gave a 
reasonable approximation to the range of global warming 
projected by the IPCC. In particular, for the warming by 2070 
relative to the average over 1980–1999 under A1B, the mean 
value used by CCA07 was 2.1 K, with a 10th percentile (P10) 
value of 1.6 K and P90 of 2.8 K. As discussed by Watterson 
(2008), there remains a possibility that either local or global 
changes might fall outside the ranges based on the CMIP3 
ensemble.
 The PDFs for local forced (or net) change determined 
from these two factors were in many cases appreciably 
skewed, as well as being bounded. The PDFs for both DT 
and DP at Dubbo, for 2070 under A1B, are depicted in Fig. 2, 
labelled ‘Original’. The (percentage) rainfall distribution (Fig. 
2(b)) has a slight discontinuity in slope at zero, because of an 
additional feature of the method. Decreases in rainfall were 
assumed to be given by a scaling applied to the logarithm 
of P. This prevented decreases of greater than 100 per cent 
in net change. Percentiles of change, at P10, P50 and P90 for 
both quantities, in each season, are included in Table 1. Note 
that Watterson and Whetton (2011a) made comparisons with 
statistics calculated from ‘raw’ model data, in which each 
standardized change is multiplied by the global warming 
from the same model. These need not be considered here, 
but are illustrated and used in the second paper.
 To introduce a mathematical description for these 
functions, we follow Hogg and Craig (1970), hereafter 
HC, and let f(x) denote the PDF for variable x, over the 
domain from xs to xe. In a continuous form, the cumulative 
distribution function (CDF) F is given by

          ... 1

In fact the PDFs shown here are represented on 101 equally 
spaced points, interpolated from the original 1000 points, for 
computational reasons. The range of values matched the 0.01 
and 99.99 percentiles of the original. As for other examples, 
the PDF values were adjusted so that the (discretized) 
integral over the range is unity, that is, F(xe) = 1. Naturally, the 
function f has the inverse dimension of that of its dependent 
variable, so that the CDF is non-dimensional.
 Normal distributions fitted to the same mean (or μ) and 
standard deviation (SD, or s) as these are also shown (see Fig. 
2 caption), after adjustment consistent with the truncations 
in range. In comparison, the original PDFs, particularly for 
DT, are clearly skewed. The skewness coefficient (the third 
centred moment divided by s 3 ) for DT is 0.49, with the upper 
tail of the PDF being longer. That for DP is –0.12. These and 

Statistic ANN DJF MAM JJA SON

r –0.67  –0.60 –0.53 –0.15 –0.66

DP

P10 –23 –18 –28 –32 –39

P50 –5 3 –4 –11 –13

P90 11 26  22 10 12

skew –0.12  0.16  0.14 0.01  –0.05

DT

P10 1.6 1.6 1.5 1.3 1.8

P50 2.5 2.6 2.4 2.0 2.7

P90 3.5  3.9 3.6 3.0 3.9

skew 0.49 0.54 0.53 0.56 0.58

Table 1.  Table 1: Statistics for forced changes in P (in per cent) 
and T (K) at Dubbo, for 2070 under the A1B scenario, 
annual and seasonal cases. From the PDFs for each 
variable, the statistics are: percentiles 10, 50 and 90 
and the skewness coefficient (skew). r is the correla-
tion coefficient between the standardized changes dP 
and dT across the 23 CMIP3 models.
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the seasonal values, to be discussed shortly, are also given in 
Table 1.

Simple joint PDFs
A joint PDF for the pair of variables, x and y, is of the form 
f(x, y), with the integral over the two dimensional domain 
being unity. The marginal PDF in the first variable x, f1, is 
given by (HC p. 62)

          ... 2

Likewise, we have the marginal PDF for y, f2(y). (The use of 
numerical subscripts allows for multiple dimensions.) 
 Given the supposed mechanism for P to influence T over 
land, we take the first variable x to be DP, and the second y 
to be DT. Ideally, the marginal PDFs associated with a joint 
PDF for the pair should match the PDFs for the individual T 
and P variables. Let these be denoted fT and fP .
 It is simple to form a joint PDF for variables that are 
‘stochastically independent’ (and hence with a correlation 
r of zero, see HC pp. 69, 77 and 114). We simply take the 

product of the two PDFs, and these immediately form the 
marginal PDFs (HC p. 76). For our Dubbo case, the product 
of the original PDFs in Fig. 2 gives the function plotted in 
Fig. 3(a). The skewness of the marginal PDFs is evident in the 
shape of the contour lines. Because of the zero correlation 
between the variables, the regression line for DT as a function 
of DP is simply the line DT = μ2, where μ2 is the mean of the 
second variable (DT). An uncorrelated joint PDF of similar 
form is evident in Figure 4 of Luo et al. (2005).
 For a second simple form, we can consider the bivariate 
normal distribution, specified by the function (HC p. 111)

          ... 3

Fig. 3 Simple Joint PDFs for change in both T and P, annual 
case at Dubbo: (a) from the original PDFs (Fig. 2) and 
assuming zero correlation, and (b) from the normal 
PDFs, with correlation –0.67. The unit of each function 
is K−1%−1.

Fig. 2 PDFs for change at Dubbo, annual case in 2070 under 
the A1B scenario: (a) Temperature, and (b) Precipita-
tion. Shown are the original skewed distributions of 
change, the (truncated) normal approximations to 
these, and the marginal distributions from the joint 
PDF calculated using the iterative approach (which 
almost overlie the original). The means and SDs are 
essentially the same in each case: for DT, 2.53 K and 
0.72 K; for DP, –5.2 per cent and 12.9 per cent.
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where

          ... 4

and the hat represents a normalized variable, as in

          ... 5

This f has the property that the marginal distributions 
are normal, with the appropriate mean and SD, and the 
correlation between x and y is r. The maximum f occurs 
where q = 0, and     =    = 0.
 Given the mean and SD parameters from the PDFs in Fig. 
2, the formulation provides us with a normal joint PDF for any 
desired correlation. Using the value for Dubbo determined 
from Fig. 1(a), we set r = −0.67 and get the function (after 
adjustment) plotted in Fig. 3(b). This joint PDF is centred on 
the DT and DP means, and is strongly slanted to the left. The 
peak value fmax is 0.024 K−1%−1.
 Aside from the truncation, the contours f(x, y) = cfmax form 
ellipses. Carter et al. (2000) plotted such ellipses to represent 
the joint distribution fitted to multiple pairs of T and P 
anomalies from long control runs. In fact one such ellipse 
passes through points whose extreme values in each axis 
direction are given by    = ±1 and     = ±1. They labelled this 
by ‘1SD’, and likewise other contours can be labelled ‘aSD’, 
for some value a. The four extreme values on any contour 
also lie on the two regression lines,     = r      and     = r   .
 An interesting property of any bivariate normal is that the 
net probability outside each contour is proportional to the 
value of the contour. In other words, the CDF for the values 
of f is linear, and naturally, reaching 1 at fmax. The probability 
of a pair being outside the contour aSD, with the value cfmax, 
is given by c = exp(−a 2/2). Thus the 1SD contour is 0.015 
K−1%−1, with CDF value 0.61. The CDF for this case is plotted 
in Fig. 4, and can be compared with the non-normal r = 0 
case (Fig. 3(a)), included. These curves were calculated by 
specifying a series of steps of f, from zero to the maximum, 
then integrating over the domain outside each f value. The 
normal case has a larger peak value, and the joint PDF is less 
dispersed than that in Fig. 3(a).

A joint PDF consistent with CCA07

It would be convenient to have a joint PDF that combined 
the properties of the two forms described in the previous 
section. To be consistent with the CCA07, we would like the 
marginal PDFs to match the two individual PDFs, allowing 
skewness. We also ask for the correlation between DT and 
DP to be that deduced from the CMIP3 models. There may 
be multiple results that can satisfy these criteria.
 The problem of solving for a joint PDF with such specified 
properties, and additional ones, is addressed in the literature 
of mathematical statistics, including works by Rumsey and 
Posner (1965) and Henderson and Ghosh (2003) and many 
others. A theory of constructing joint PDFs using a ‘copula’ 
function to couple the one-dimensional distributions, as 
described by Nelsen (2007), has received growing interest 
in finance, hydrology and other fields (e.g. Schmidt 2006; 
Renard and Lang 2007). However, initially there appeared 
to be no readily available method for our problem. 
Consideration of the forms presented above for Dubbo 
suggested a simple iterative approach. This has proved 
successful in this example and those for all other locations 
tried.
 We can anticipate that in cases like the Dubbo one, the 
desired distribution will not be greatly distorted from a 
bivariate normal. Consider then as a starting point the 
function in Eqn 3, with the parameters determined as before, 
and plotted in Fig. 3(b) for our example. Denote this f (n), with 
n = 0, omitting the pair x and y from the notation. Calculating 
the marginals, which we can denote f1(n) and f2(n), we have, 
at n = 0, two normal PDFs. We can easily modify f to get the 
desired marginal for DP by multipling by the ratio fP /f1(0), 
and likewise for DT. Consider then an interim PDF for step 
(n + 1) to be given by

          ... 6

To produce a PDF, with integral exactly unity, this can be 
normalized by a constant factor, producing f (n+1). The 
marginals of this PDF are still different, in general, to the 
target ones, but likely closer. We can repeat this process, 
anticipating that the marginals become increasingly like fP 

and fT .
 Subsequent correspondence (Aloke Phatak, personal 
communication) revealed that the method is essentially 
that of ‘iterative proportional fitting’ (IPL) or scaling 
(e.g. Rüschendorf 1995). This has been mostly applied to 
contingency tables (of matrix form), but the continous PDF 
problem is discussed by Kullback (1968) and others, often 
with other considerations involved. The convergence of such 
iterative processes and the properties of the results have 
been addressed in numerous studies (see Pukelsheim and 
Simeone 2009). In fact, Kullback (1968) demonstrated that 
for strictly positive functions convergence is assured. Like 
standard IPL, in his process the scaling is done alternately 
between the dimensions. By the method of construction, our 

Fig. 4 CDF for values of the joint PDFs for DP and DT, annual 
case at Dubbo: the independent (r = 0 case, Fig. 3(a)); 
bivariate normal (Fig. 3(b)); and final result (Fig. 5).
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target marginals and initial state are indeed positive, which 
avoids any problem with zero divisors.
 It was straightforward to implement the required 
processes numerically and perform the iteration. In the 
Dubbo annual case, as can be seen in Fig. 2, the ‘marginal’ 
curves are very close to the ‘original’ ones after only four 
steps. The new function is plotted in Fig. 5. It is distorted 
considerably from the normal of Fig. 3(b), but with little 
resemblance to the uncorrelated form in Fig. 3(a). Tests 
indicate that the result is the same if the alternating scaling 
is used.
 Through these steps, the correlation of f (n) is not 
constrained. However, for the plotted function f (4), the 
correlation has barely changed (a bias of less than 0.002). 
In other cases, the new values were still well within the 
statistical range of the 23-model value. If a more accurate 
match is desired, the process might be repeated with the 
starting r adjusted by the negative of the bias, and using 
further iterations. Note though, that experiments with 
artificially large correlations and skewed marginals found 
cases where the bias is too large for this process to work.
 Given a joint PDF one can obtain conditional PDFs, which 
are the distribution of one variable given a particular value 
of the other. In the bivariate normal case (HC p. 112), this 
is also normal, centred on the relevant regression line, but 
with a smaller variance (if r = 0) than the corresponding 
marginal. In Fig. 5, if there is no change in P, it can be seen 
that the conditional PDF for DT peaks at DT of about 2.2 K. 
Unlike the normal case, this is a little lower than the value on 
the regression line for DT relative to DP, which at DP = 0 is 
2.3 K.
 Given the above discussion, it is of some interest to see 
the CDF that applies to the values of the new joint PDF. The 
result, ‘final’, plotted in Fig. 4 is no longer linear in the f value. 
This shows, for example, that the probability of the DT, DP 

pair being outside the 0.015 contour in Fig. 5 is 0.63, a little 
higher than the normal result. Of course, the net probability 
for other subdomains can be readily evaluated numerically.
 While a satisfactory joint PDF was obtained by this 
iterative method, it is not the only one that satisfies the 
criteria. Experiments in which simple quadrupole functions
were added to the joint PDF produced alternatives with 
unchanged marginal distributions and only slightly changed 
r. However, adding a quadrupole reduces the smoothness of
the result, and also makes the CDF of the function less linear. 
Recent correspondence also noted the use of transformed 
multivariate normal distributions in hydrological studies, 
under the name of a ‘meta-Gaussian’ approach (Kelly and 
Krzysztofowicz 1997; Herr and Krzysztofowicz 2005). Renard 
and Lang (2007) linked this to a copula of Gaussian form. 
The bivariate meta-Gaussian density is briefly described 
in the Appendix, and its application to the annual case for 
Dubbo is shown. As with some other cases that have been 
tried, the method produces a somewhat less rounded joint 
distribution, although in this case the correlation between 
DP and DT is also a very good approximation to the desired 
value. The CDF of the values of the joint PDF differs from 
the ‘final’ case in Fig. 4 by at most 0.007 (and the line would 
overlie that shown). There seems no clear advantage with 
this alternative to the iterative approach for the present 
purpose, as discussed in the Appendix. However, further 
comparison of the methods, including other copula forms, 
is warranted.
 Further examples of joint PDFs are those for the four 
seasonal cases, shown in Fig. 6. Again, the iterative approach 
has produced PDFs with properties closely matching Table 1 
(and correlations to within 0.01). For each case, the DT PDF 
is positively skewed, only representing warming, with that 
in winter a little less. The DP PDFs span both signs, with 
winter and spring being more negative than summer. Only 
in winter is the correlation small (Table 1), and the joint PDF 
(Fig. 6(c)) has little slant.

Extension to three dimensions

For some applications, three or more variables may be 
important. For CCA07, PDFs for changes in solar radiation R 
were determined from scaled changes in 20 climate models 
(with no data available from three models). In the case of 
Dubbo for 2070 under A1B the PDF for annual DR was 
positively skewed (coefficient 0.47), with mean 2.2 W m–2 and
SD 6.0 W m–2. Over the 20 scaled results in common, the 
correlation with dP was –0.73, and with dT 0.60. These signs 
are consistent with the processes noted before for land, 
although evidently the three quantities interact, rather than 
one being a cause of change in the other.
 In general, a multivariate normal distribution can be 
constructed to have any desired matrix of covariances 
between pairs of variables. The iterative method can be 
implemented as for two dimensions. In the Dubbo case, 
the three-dimensional joint PDF converges within nine 

Fig. 5  A joint PDF (unit K–1%–1) for change in both T and P, 
annual case at Dubbo, calculated to have the original 
PDFs as marginals and a correlation –0.67 (approxi-
mately).
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iterations. The three single-variable marginals are close 
to the CCA07 PDFs. The two-dimensional marginal for DT 
and DP is very similar to the joint PDF determined before 
for these variables. The three correlations are almost 
unchanged. Thus the iterative method worked satisfactorily.
 The skewness and dependences led to interesting 
shapes in various sections through the joint PDF. Sections 
at three values of DR are shown in Fig. 7. Naturally, when 
DR is strongly positive (14.9 W m–2 in Fig. 7(c)), the warming 
is relatively large and rainfall lower. As an example of a 
partition of probability, the subdomain DR greater than 14.9 
W m–2 has a probability of 0.03, with mean changes in R 17.5 
W m–2, T 3.7 K, and P –28 per cent

Conclusions

Probabilistic projections of potential change in both T and P 
are available from CCA07. However, in many applications, 
including crop yields, hydrology and ecosystem impacts, 
both variables need to be used. Analysis of pairs of 
standardized changes from the 23 CMIP3 models shows that 
the uncertainty in change of the two variables should not be
assumed to be independent. Indeed, over much of Australia 
the changes are strongly anticorrelated, particularly in the 

summer and annual cases. An important exception is along 
the southern coast, where independence of DT and DP is a 
reasonable assumption.
 A joint PDF for two variables with zero correlation can 
be constructed simply by multiplying the two individual 
PDFs. A bivariate normal PDF can readily have marginal 
distributions with the same means and SDs as the individual 
ones. It can also have any desired correlation coefficient. 
Here, it is shown that a simple iterative process can transform 
this to a joint PDF with marginals that closely match the 
PDFs from CCA07, including skewness, and retaining 
correlation. Furthermore, an extension of the problem to 
three dimensions, by including changes in solar radiation, 
proved quite tractable.
 In the annual case for Dubbo, in 2070 under the A1B 
scenario, the possible rainfall change spans both signs, 
with a median and mean of −5 per cent. The anticorrelation 
between changes in T and P leads to a joint PDF that is 
slanted to the left. As a result, the warming is likely to exceed 
3 K if rainfall decreases by 20 per cent, but is likely below 2 K 
if rainfall increases by 10 per cent. Only for the winter case, 
with a larger median rainfall decline, is there little correlation 
of rainfall change with the warming. Annual changes in 
solar radiation are correlated with those in temperature and 

Fig. 6  Joint PDFs for changes in each season: (a) DJF; (b) MAM; (c) JJA; and (d) SON, with scale as in Fig. 5.
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anticorrelated with those in rainfall. Sections extracted from 
the calculated joint PDF vary in shape and position.
 The method appears quite useful for extending the 
results of CCA07, or indeed other single variable PDFs, to 
provide relatively smooth joint PDFs that are suitable for 
impact assessments. A basic use, developed by Watterson 

and Whetton (2011b), is to estimate an impact for each 
DP, DT grid point across the domain, and assign this a 
probability determined from the joint PDF. Furthermore, the 
probabilities of subdomains of change, as in the example of 
increased radiation, can be readily determined from the joint 
PDF. These would be of particular interest to the ‘storyline’ 
or ‘representative future climate’ approach (Whetton et al. 
2010) for presenting climate change as falling within a small
number of categories.
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Appendix

Following Kelly and Krzysztofowicz (1997), as a joint 
distribution in DP and DT, the bivariate meta-Gaussian 
density function h can be written as the product of the two 
marginals and a function with a form resembling that of the 
normal distribution of Eqn 3:

          ... 7

Here

          ... 8

with Q denoting the normal quantile transform. Thus

          ... 9

where N−1 is the inverse of the cumulative normal distribution 
and FP the cumulative form of fP ,  and likewise for T. The 
parameter γ gives the correlation between QP and QT . If we 
use, as γ, the prescribed correlation between DP and DT, 
then the actual correlation r that can be calculated from 
h is somewhat different. The formulation ensures that the 
marginals are those prescribed.
 For the Dubbo annual case, with γ set at −0.67, the 
calculated function h, shown in Fig. 8(a), produces r = −0.66. 
The difference from the iterative result (Fig. 5), h – f, is 
shown in Fig. 8(b). The new function appears less rounded 
at the low warming, positive DP end and also at the other 
extreme. For our purpose either form of joint PDF would be 
satisfactory, and as with the iterative approach a closer match 
of r to the desired value could be obtained. The availability 
of established techniques for fitting copula functions to raw 
data (e.g., Schölzel and Friederichs 2008) and for simulating 
data (e.g. Schmidt 2006) may be considerations.

Fig. 7 A joint PDF for changes in T, P and R, annual case at 
Dubbo, in 2070 under the A1B scenario. Shown are 
sections of the function at three values of DR: (a) –5.4 
W m–2 (at percentile 9 of the marginal PDF), (b) 2.7 
W m–2 (P57), and (c) 14.9 W m–2 (P97). The unit is (10 
K%.W m–2)−1.
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Fig. 8 A joint PDF for change in both T and P, annual case 
at Dubbo, (a) calculated using the meta-Gaussian ap-
proach (unit K−1%−1). The difference from the iterative 
result (Fig. 5) is shown as (b).

b

a

Figure 8: A joint PDF for change in both T and P , annual case at Dubbo, (a) calculated
using the meta-Gaussian approach (unit K−1%−1). The difference from the iterative result
(Fig. 5) is shown as (b).
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